July's Sampler of the Month

It is a personal privilege for me to introduce all of you out there in Sampler Land to "Charlotte Clayton." This is the first time I've had
the opportunity to feature a new reproduction sampler as our Sampler of the Month. So that all of us may enjoy her with our linen,
needle, and silk, "Charlotte" has been generously reproduced by the Northwest Sampler Guild from the collection of The Fort Worden
Museum in Port Townsend, Washington, for the benefit of the museum. The above photo is of the original sampler. As of yet I do not
have a photo of the reproduction model.
Charlotte stitched her sampler while living at Devonlea House, Devonside, Tillicoutry, Clackmannanshire, Scotland c 1875. While
biographical details about Charlotte are somewhat sketchy, it is known that the sampler traveled with the family through Canada and
eventually found its way into Washington state. Catherine Clayton Chubb, also born in Scotland, a paternal niece of Charlotte and a longtime resident of Port Townsend, generously donated the sampler to the Commanding Officer's Quarters Heritage Museum several
months before her death in 1984. The sampler is being professionally conserved and will be proudly displayed in a prominent location at
the museum upon its return. Through your purchase of this chart you are supporting such vital work by The Friends of Fort Worden
When I saw this sampler, I fell in love with it! Whether you're a cat lover, a dog lover, a bird lover, a bunny lover, or you love roses ~
and I do ~ this sampler has something for you! Even Adam & Eve are there, and the serpent, under the Tree of Life.

While the original sampler was stitched on 36c linen over 2 threads, with the verse over 1, the chart indicates that the reproduction
model was stitched with 2-ply NPI silk on 32c Meadow Rue from Lakeside Linens . The project coordinators selected the silk colors by
matching full skeins directly to the sampler under natural daylight.. I selected 40c Vintage Sand Dune for my model, matching the color
I see in the JPG file I received. Unfortunately, in the scanning and photography process, color can't always be replicated ~ the V. Sand
Dune I'm using has much more golden tones than are showing in the scan below.. And I tried to stitch it in the closely matched NPI silks,
I really did, but if you're a regular reader of this newsletter, you know that my personal favorite is Belle Soie, so that's what I'm using.
I enjoy the slight color change in the beautiful red in the border that surrounds this sampler. I know the purists will want to stitch this
in colors that have been perfectly matched to the original, but I am of a mind that Charlotte won't care, and so I am making it mine. I
will be spending many hours with this piece, and I have found color is directly related to my enjoyment ~ and my completion ~ of the
project. Here's a scan of the NPI on the Vintage Sand Dune and the Belle Soie on the same fabric.

You can see by the scan of the two border colors in the middle, below, that the NPI and the Belle Soie are a very close match, although
it's deceiving when comparing the cover photograph with a scan of my border. The green in the cover photograph looks more yellow, but
the NPI green 356 is what's called for.

The chart ($24) is of a size that it is very easy to read and doesn't require any enlarging, with overlapping sections clearly defined from
page to page. Using the NPI and stitching it on 32c, 24 skeins are needed ($96). With the Belle Soie, I'm using the light and dark tones
in several of the skeins and needing 18 skeins ($117). The hand-dyed 40-count linen with 2-inch margins is $23. Larger-count cuts will
be slightly higher.
During July save 15% on your purchase of any or all of the supplies to stitch this very charming sampler, "Charlotte.Clayton."

July Attic Addict Discounts

During July as an Attic Addict member, save 15% on your purchase of any of these in-stock items:

Shepherd's Bush Mats & Sterling Silver charms
All red, white, or blue Fabric

All Christmas Designs/Kits

Special Attic Dates
JULY 4TH ~ CLOSED ~ TO HONOR AMERICA! Saturday, July 5th, Open 10 - 5
p.m.
Beginning Linen
Instructor: Linda
One 2-Hr. Class
Saturday, July 5, 10:30-12:30
Fee: $30 (includes all materials)
I know, it's a holiday weekend, but in case you're saving on gas and staying in town, It's the first Saturday of the month and that means
there's another opportunity for you to perfect your needlework skills in this class with Linda. The beautiful geranium bookmark is the
class project, with the classic book "Linen Stitches" as the text. You will learn basic techniques and a wonderful edge finishing stitch,
the nun's stitch, as well as stitching with overdyed threads and many tips + techniques from Linda's vast needlework experience.

Reversible Cross Stitch
One 4-Hr. Class
Instructor: Linda
Fee: $35
Saturday, July 12, 1 - 4 p.m.
In this three-hour class you will learn four reversible cross-stitch methods: the marking stitch, the Italian reversible, and two other
methods. You can do this on either linen, evenweave, or aida; give us your choice when you register. Above is a scan of the front and the
back

Semi-Annual Framing Frenzy
Saturday, July 19, 10 - 5 p.m.
It's time once again for this twice-yearly opportunity for you to save 20% on the custom-frame costs for framing your needlework
heirlooms. Bring in your stitched piece(s), give Sandy your budget parameters and a brief idea of your likes and dislikes, and Sandy will
do the rest. A $20 deposit (plus tax) is required. Many of you have come to know Sandy's eye for selecting exactly the right frame for
your needlework piece. This 20% discount applies to custom frames only, as opposed to ready-mades, and includes the frame and
any mats or fillets. It does not include the labor charge, which is never discounted, nor ready-made frames. No orders will be
accepted with a deadline. Depending on the number of orders taken and the materials selected, turn-around time can be several months.
It should also be noted that any non-promotional framing orders written at our regular framing rates will take precedence over the FF
orders. This very special semi-annual event is open to away customers as well. Send your finished piece in and include the
above information.
July's Sunday Sampler
Instructor: Jean
Sunday, July 20, 1:00-4:00 p.m.
Fee: $10
I don't know the topic yet, but I do know that we will be gathering this day, the third Sunday of the month, to share our love of
samplermaking. Bring your sampler in progress and others for show and tell ~ and spend your Sunday afternoon with a group of sampler
lovers. Please call to register.

Betsy's Retirement Bash

Sunday, July 20, 4:00 p.m. till ????
Please plan to join us for this very special Attic event. After over 18 years as an integral part of The Attic's staff, Betsy is retiring~
and we know that many of you will want to be here for this recognition reception to honor Betsy and her many years as an Attic staffer.
She will be here for many Attic events down the road so you're not saying good-bye, but we know you join us in saying THANK YOU,
BETSY for your cheerful and most able assistance with so many projects over the years. We will have FOOD, so bring your appetites
with you! Please call to register so that we can plan.

Stitch 'N Pitch
Sunday, August 24, 1:10 p.m. ~ Chase Field ~ Arizona Diamondbacks v. Florida Marlins
Tickets are $15 apiece ~ reserve yours now at the shop!
We are pleased to again support the Third Annual Stitch 'N Pitch at Chase Field, a very fun outing put together through the cooperative
efforts of The National NeedleArts Association and the D-Backs. As it says in the promo, this event brings together two American
traditions - baseball and the needlearts. How fun is it that we can actually stitch in public without feeling out of place ~ because there
will be thousands of us all stitching together (or knitting or crocheting, whatever)! Here's the perfect event for your family and/or
friends, anyone who loves baseball ~ a chance to see Luis Gonzalez, aka Gonzo, play against his former team. Stitch 'N Pitch guests will
receive an official Stitch 'N Pitch T-shirt (Adult Extra Large available only) at the redemption table with the presentation of your
ticket. In addition to tickets being available at the shop, you can order the tickets online at www.dbacks.com/stitchnpitch ~ and the
promo cocde is stitch.
Friday night thru Sunday, November 14, 15, & 16
The Dobson Ranch Inn here in Mesa will again be our event hotel, in the circular windowed Pagoda Room, when The Attic will be pleased
to welcome Barb and Alma of Blackbird Designs ~ and a number of other surprises. I'd hoped to have the schedule finalized by this
morning, but I'm still waiting to hear from several invitees. A room block is available at the Dobson Ranch Inn for our out-of-town
guests.
Saturday night, November 22, 6 ~ 8 p.m.
Our 11th Annual Silent Auction for Breast Cancer Research is only a few months away! Alice has already donated dozens of her
beautifully handmade ornaments, wall hangings, and her own "Care Bear" ~ photos coming of all of the donations already received. Put
this date on your calendar and please plan to join us for this very worthwhile event, always held the Saturday evening before
Thanksgiving.

New in the Shop
From Lizzie Kate :

Double Flips with a Christmas theme! Two designs... two charms... double the fun! The first two, "Cookies - Santa" and "Holly Stocking" ($8 each) are here now!

"Normal . . . is just a setting on the wahser" ($16) comes with heart charm, buttons, and 28c Zweigart fabric ~ "Hocus Pocus"
($4) ~ "Winter Cottage" ($14) for punchneedle

"Retirement Crazy" ($7) is a chartpack with three designs: "Retirement is a full-time job," "Welcome to the Rest of Your Life!"
and "Retirement: World's Longest Coffee Break" ~ and "Fall Squared" ($4)
From Thea/The Victoria Sampler:

"Mystic Needlework Smalls" ($70 includes accessory pack) features a lovely stitcher's pocket, a scissors case with a tall ship,

two different needlecases, a biscornu, and scissors fob. Detailed instructions and diagrams, including for the easy-to-do ribbon
roses, and finishing instructions as well. A beautiful set for your stitching basket!

"U is for Usher" ($44 with accessory pack) in her alphabet series
From Cathy Jean for The Victoria Sampler :

"Stitch Witch" and ""Fat Bat Cat" ($8.50) , and we have the frames as well, $24 each ~ and "Bluebird" ($8.50)

And we have the threadpack ($10) for Cathy Jean 's "Snow Baby Emily" ~ one of 76 ornaments in the 2008 edition of the Just

Cross Stitch Ornamenbt Issue , available in mid-September for $6.99 ~ reserve yours today!
From Bird*Brain*Designs , two very talented ladies , Robin and Tina, whose booth is always a treat to visit at the tradeshows, both
because of their charming designs and their personal charm and good humor:

Three kits, each $26, each includes the vintage-style metal clamp: "Gray Speckled Hen" ~ "Bee Skep" ~ AND "Bird Brain" ~
Debra just made this last weekend, so you can see how adorable these are with her in-shop model

"Think Pink" Sachet/Pin Cushion Kit ($26) with 25% of their proceeds donated to breast cancer education and awareness ~
"Strawberry Emery Kits" ($5 each) ~ "Sewing Bee Pin Cushion Set" ($20)

And their beautiful redwork! I LOVE red, and I love this redwork! In order of appearance here, "Traditional Redwork
Ornaments" and "Bee A Reader" ~ "Angels Gather Here" and "Holiday Words Rework Ornaments" ~ "Snowmen Redwork
Ornaments" each $49 ~ AND a photo of Robin and Tina, to introduce them and to tell you that we are working out details to have
them teach for us in January 2009, several workshops on their specialties, including needle felting, wool applique, and redwork.
Watch for details in a future newsletter.
Some wonderful new books have come into the shop, some that have been in the marketplace a while but they are new to us,:
Row 1, in the marvelous "A ~ Z" series, one on whitework and an "Embroidery Stitches 2" ~ both with fabulous photographs
showing step-by-step how to execute a huge number of stitches and techniques ~ each $29.95 (ND)

Row 2: the front and back covers of Amities croisees by Isabelle Vautier ~ a fabulous soft-cover book, $45 (ND)

Row 3, another fabulous soft-cover book from Isabelle Vautier, also $45 (ND)

And from The Trilogy, "Patriotic Lineup" $16 includes charm) and "Happy Home Home Day" ($4)

From Clara/The Stitching Parlour , in limited supply because of the inclusion of the tin star, "Liberty Pincushion" ($12 with the tin star)
~ and "America" ($6) shown hemstitched and mounted on Marcus Brothers' fabric, "Pledge of Allegiance."

Much more to show you ~ it seems I never get caught up with what's accumulated in my scanning basket(s) ~ I don't want to make this
much longer, but before closing for today, a word about Part 8 (on the left) of the "Berlin Woolwork Sampler" and the thread kits that
have gone out to those of you on our list: It has come to my attention that my Part 8's thread list differs in one regard from Part 8 of
the current printing ~ and the color(s) only appear in Motif 81, shown below on the right. The "x" symbol in my chartpack is keyed to NPI
346, and that's what I used and, therefore, what was included in the thread kits. Some later printings of Part 8 apparently show NPI
975 for that symbol in Motif 81. I think you can see that NPI 346 works beautifully in the shading,, but I wanted to clarify that for
anyone who may have this question arise.

This is a great time of the year. Last weekend the circus ~

~ and tomorrow my favorite summer holiday ~ and Tyler and Hannah are coming over to swim, barbecue, watch fireworks, and stay over
night. And in the morning, before they arrive, I hope to start a new patriotic project. Which one to choose?

Betsy Ross had no decision to make ~ just a beautiful flag!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, AMERICA!

And for those of you staying in town for the holiday weekend, don't forget to come visit us on
Saturday!
Jean Lea
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